
AS350B Sn 1437 Pre-Buy Inspection Report   April 7, 2018 

 

To whom it may concern,  

 

      A few weeks ago, I was asked to do an inspection on an ASTAR AS350B (SN 1437) located at Sevier 

County Choppers in Sevierville, Tennessee. This report serves as my findings and recommendations for 

this aircraft. The following is based on evidence from the current logbooks, component time sheets, 

component hard cards (log cards), pictures, and inspection of the aircraft itself.  

 

   Overall the aircraft seems to be in very good shape. It shows signs of having sat dormant for a few 

years as evidenced by dust and mold growth on the outside of the aircraft. During the inspection of the 

aircraft, I have confirmed most of the issues are from sitting in an indoor humid environment. There are 

also signs of damage done to the main blades from an unknown source.  

   The interior of the aircraft is in very good shape and is very clean. There are very minor issues here 

(trim panel cracked) and instrument gauge fog (again from sitting in a humid environment). Components 

were powered on and checked to the best of my ability. No defects were noted here. The following 

items were found to be installed and were operated with no defects at this time: A Garmin 530 GPS, 

Bendix King KY 196 Radio, Garmin GTX 330 Transponder, NAT AMS44 Audio Panel, NAT AA22 PA system, 

Technisonic TDFM-6148 Tri-Band Digital Radio, and Avionics Innovations A1CDIII CD Player. The 

instrument lights and caution warning lights were also checked with no defects noted at this time.  

   The exterior of the aircraft is also in very good shape itself, while the rotating components left me with 

concerns (which Ill address later in this report). The cargo door on the left hand side had a different 

shade of blue indicating it had been painted at some point. Judging from the marks below the door, it 

appears that someone had left a seat belt loose at some point. I did not see any other than some paint 

damage here. No dings or dents to be concerned with here. The side cargo areas were in good shape, 

along with the rear cargo area. There are some paint cracks here and there, but nothing of concern. The 

rear tail position light, and the tail stobe (red strobe on top of vertical fin) where both inop. Both the 

right and left position lights worked, along with the right, left, and belly strobes. The main rotor blades 

exhibited a fair amount of layered dust and dirt indicating that they had been sitting a while.  The next 

section of this report will reference the outstanding issues needed to be addressed before the aircraft is 

deemed airworthy.  

 

  

  The follow section refers to the issues found and possible remedies. Cost analysis will be provided at 

the end.  

 

Overall issues found: 



1.) Airframe Inspections / Annuals:  The logbooks and inspection forms indicate that the aircraft was 

on a factory inspection schedule. The last completed annual/100HR completed per the logbook 

was in 7/2008. The aircraft is due all the inspections from the 12Y down as well as the ELT 91.205, 

Transponder 91.413 and Altimeter 91.411. These are pretty lengthy inspections that I would 

recommend being done prior to sale. This will definitely help improve the bottom line and 

improve buyer appeal. Complying with the inspections will also satisfy buyer confidence and 

assure them of what they are getting. While it has been in debate on when and where other 

annuals had been completed by individuals, these cannot be verified, however by compliance with 

the inspections it will satisfy the legal requirements to get the aircraft airworthy. Same with the 

flight times/cycles. The amount the owner claims is not enough to have any significant impact on 

the components themselves, so rather than penalize or guess as to what was done, we will just 

leave whats in the logbooks and start there. 

 

2.)  Engine Inspections / Annuals: Same as the airframe. Engine logs and component times were sent 

off to Shane Koch at Eurotec VFS in Kansas. They have done work for me prior on this particular 

engine. He is going to look over the components and TBO times and report back to me. 

Components are in great shape time wise but the modules are past the TBO on the calendar side. 

The good news is that Turbomecca has recently came out with a revision to the maintenance 

inspection side of things that does away with the calendar TBO. Shane will verifiy this for us and 

get back to use when he has an answer. It will definitely need a MOD 1, as its both calendar and 

close to being timed out hours wise. These vary in cost (again logs were sent out so we get an 

accurate cost) due to service bulletins, and AD’s against the modules.  

 

3.) Airframe components: Upon physical inspection of the airframe components, the following issues 

were found. Main Rotor blades have leading edge degradation, paint peel, and general concern 

for airworthiness. The yellow blade (aka Master Blade) has impact damage at the blade tip, 

rendering the blade no repairable (or at least more money to repair it than its worth). I would 

recommend a new/used set of blades be purchased (worst case 135K). Tail Rotor showed signs of 

delamination (found during tap test) and would need replaced (worst case 40K). The next item is 

the T/R Gearbox needs overhauled it is at its calendar TBO. (around 15K). The main battery is 

obviously shot and needs replaced (RG-350 about $400). ELT battery is also well overdue ($150). 

The Bevel Gear needs inspected (which requires a transmission teardown, however can be done 

during the 6Y airframe inspection with the MAST corrosion inspection). There was no Hobbs 

meter installed ($100) and would need one put in to accurately track time. All the airframe 

component times were in very good order.   

 

4.) Engine Components: All were in good order, with plenty of hourly time to roll with except the fuel 

control which needs overhauled (calendar TBO) ($15K worst case).  

 

5.) Aftermarket Items: SX16 searchlight mounts installed, the SX16 would be left alone or mounts 

removed at new owners expense. Integrated flight systems Air Conditioner seems to be in good 

working order (couldn’t verify cold air, as we cant run the engine with the blades removed) 

 

 



 

 

Final Thoughts: 

  

    Final values I would place on this aircraft is as follows: 

1.) State that its currently in – Parts bird $150K – $225K 

2.) Having the inspections completed and components brought up to date $375K-$475K possibly 

more depending on the components replaced and remaining times on those components 

(newer components = higher return).  

 

 

I don’t know what kind of time frames everyone is looking at for this to be sold, however, I would be 

willing to do these inspections (at my facility in Morehead Kentucky) and bring any components back to 

airworthy as needed. I would incur the cost of moving the aircraft to my facility (where it would be 

indoors and not outside) and my time/parts/supplies need for the inspections portion only until the 

aircraft is sold (where my portion would come out of the total sale price). The damaged/TBO 

Component parts need to be purchased up front from buyer or seller or company (not myself nor my 

company as I do not have the means to do these transactions as of yet), the best way is to have an 

account established with Airbus and/or Eurotec VFS and/or the ability to get payment to the vendors as 

needed. Bear in mind during this report I posted worst case for these parts with very little market 

research of items that are out there. In my opinion we do not need new parts to bring this aircraft to 

airworthy.  There are plenty of good used parts out there for this aircraft, however, newer components 

will generate a higher sale price. The inspections would be around 75K worst case, as they are labor 

intensive. The overall impression that I have about this aircraft is that it just need some TLC and it will 

make someone a very good low time corporate aircraft. I would myself base the decision to sell this 

aircraft “as a parts bird” or to bring it airworthy on the results from Shane at Eurotec VFS. I believe the 

airframe items and components could be done and help the asset, however, if then engine work costs a 

lot of money then its better off to be sold as a parts bird. I hope that this report helps you in your 

decision. I welcome your thoughts, ideas, and concerns as to the direction of the aircraft. Should you 

need to speak with me, do not hesitate to call me directly at 606.359.0928 anytime. Thank you for your 

time! 

 

Sincerely,  

Jeremiah Meyer – Owner M.A.A.E 


